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Introduction

CUMINU was created in May 2021 on the 
Ethereum blockchain with the goal of becoming 
the leading provider in online adult content.  

Adult entertainment is an industry as old as time. It is estimated that the net worth of the 
entire industry is as large as $100 billion. Platforms such as Chaturbate and OnlyFans have 
demonstrated the extraordinary popularity of adult content over the internet. A total of 180 
million users spent a staggering $4.8 billion on OnlyFans in 2021 alone. Only Fans was last 
estimated to be worth $18 billion. 
However, these platforms have also faced controversies related to content moderation, 
concerns over exploitation and the reliability of payment providers. Some have criticized 
the platforms for enabling the objectification of women and putting the demands of 
corporations before creator needs.
CUMINU noticed an opportunity in the market and set about building an 18+ platform 
that addresses the issues facing the industry, whilst putting creators and fans first. Aptly 
named Cummuniti, the platform’s mission is to differentiate itself from other adult content 
platforms with unique features and services such as:
• Enhanced Privacy and Security
• Loyalty Programs and rewards
• Virtual reality and augmented experiences
• Marketplace for adult products
• NFT and blockchain-based collectibles
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A Brief History of 
CUMINU Token2

May 2021
Token Launch
In May 2021 CUMINU was launched on the 
Ethereum blockchain. The token had fixed supply 
of 10 billion tokens with no transaction taxes.

July 2021
V1 Beta 18+ Platform
CUMINU previewed the V1 beta version of its 18+ 
platform which was largely focused on streaming. 
Hundreds of CUMINU holders participated in 
multiple live streams with over 20 creators.  

August 2021
Ecosystem Rebrand
The CUMINU system underwent a complete 
rebrand. The logo was re-designed to reflect an 
updated vision for the project.  

December 2021
First CUMINU Buy Back and 
Burn
The first CUMINU buy back and burn was 
completed using platform earnings. 231,937,765 
CUMINU tokens were bought via Uniswap and 
burnt. This represents 2.3% of total supply. 

July 2022
CUMINU Announces Version 
2 (V2) 18+ Platform
CUMINU announced a new version of the 18+ 
platform was in development. Cummuniti was 
chosen as the name to reflect a fresh, next 
generation space for adult content creators. The 
new site would pivot to a subscription model. 

November 2022
CUMINU Previews The 
Cummuniti Platform
The first prototype of Cummuniti was 
released for testing. Valuable insight and 
suggestions were received from fans 
and creators to help streamline the final 
product.  

February 2023
Cummuniti Prepares 
For Launch
After more than 8 months of planning 
and development the Cummuniti 
platform was announced to be 95% 
complete. Final negotiations with 
major service providers in the KYC and 
payment space underway.

March 2023
Major Content Creators 
Invited To Test Out 
Cummunti
Discussions commenced with major 
content creators to support the launch 
of Cummuniti. Tasha Reign and Yvonne 
Bar among the first to promote the 
platform. 
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Tokenomics
CUMINU is an ERC20 token that went live on 12 May 2021.
The CUMINU / Ethereum pair was launched on Uniswap, one of the 
largest decentralized cryptocurrency exchanges in the world.

3

Liquidity 
Lock
The CUMINU 
liquidity is locked 
for 100 years. 

Transaction 
Fees
There are no transaction 
fees when trading the 
CUMINU token. Buyers 
keep 100% of their token 
purchase.

Token 
Launch 
There was no ICO or 
presale. The initial liquidity 
was provided by the 
CUMINU team. The token 
was launched via fair sale. 

Supply
The maximum supply of CUMINU is ten billion 
(10,000,000,000) tokens.  
• 90% of tokens have been added to the Uniswap 

liquidity pool and locked for one hundred (100) 
years. This protects investors funds and gives 
confidence knowing there will always be a liquid 
market to trade $CUMINU.

• 10% of tokens have been reserved for team, 
marketing, and development purposes to ensure 
the project can be built into something world class. 

90%

10%

*As at the date of this white paper 231,937,765 tokens or 2.3% of 
supply has been bought back and burnt. (See point 4).
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Buy back and Burns
CUMINU uses the earnings from its ecosystem 
and 18+ platform Cummuniti to buy back CUMINU 
tokens on the open market before burning them. This 
mechanism does several things to benefit holders:

• Decreases the total CUMINU supply
• Adds Ethereum to the liquidity pool
• Provides regular buying and support
• Delivers rewards to holders isntantly

To date CUMINU has bought back and burnt a total of 231,937,765 tokens or 2.3% of supply.  
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18+ Platform and 
Project Utility

5

Version 1
V1 Beta Platform

CUMINU’s V1 beta 18+ platform was released in July 2021. It quickly gained over 1,000 fans 
and 30 verified creators. The platform was basic in function but offered creators the ability 
to live stream, post static content, direct message with fans and receive tips in BNB coin.
A 10% fee was charged on tips to creators. The ecosystem generated over US$140,000 in 
earnings which helped to buy back and burn the first 2.3% of CUMINU supply.
Whilst the platform was a success, the team found that it was too heavily focused on 
streaming. The overwhelming response from talks with content creators was they preferred 
to post static content and charge a monthly access fee. This coincides with recent data that 
shows that up to 50% of Only Fans revenue come from subscriptions whilst another 30% is 
from direct message requests. 
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After 8 months in development Cummuniti is preparing for launch. The 
platform has been designed to rival the biggest in the adult content 
business and challenge the monopoly. 

Economics
Cummuniti will charge 
a 20% fee on creator 
earnings. Platform 
earnings will fund:
• 10% CUMINU buy 

back and burns
• 5% platform 

development
• 5% marketing

Unique Features

Extensive research has gone into what unique features and 
services Cummuniti should offer that will differentiate it from 
the other adult content platforms. 
1. Enhanced privacy and security: Cummuniti offer users 

greater privacy and security features than other platforms. 
For example, fans have access to anonymous payments 
and the platform uses advanced encryption to protect 
user data.

2. Loyalty programs and rewards: Cummuniti will offer 
bonuses for creators who produce high-quality content or 
for fans who make frequent purchases.

3. Affiliate program: People will be incentivized to refer 
creators to the platform. A fee of 5% of the referred 
creators’ earnings for the first 12 months will be paid to the 
referrer. 

4. Virtual reality and augmented reality experiences: 
Cummuniti will allow fans to interact with creators in 
a more immersive way. This includes such things as 
Cummuniti metaverse.

5. Marketplace for adult products: Cummuniti plans to 
offer a marketplace for adult products such as sex toys, 
lingerie, and other related items. This will provide an 
additional revenue stream for creators and offer fans a 
more complete adult entertainment experience.

6. NFTs and blockchain-based collectibles: Cummuniti will 
offer non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and other blockchain-
based collectibles that enable creators to monetize their 
content in new and innovative ways. For example, creators 
could sell exclusive digital content or limited-edition 
collectibles to their fans.

Version 2
Cummuniti
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A message to creators from Cummuniti

We wanted to introduce you to Cummuniti, a new 18+ platform that is changing the game 
for adult content creators like you.
Unlike other platforms, we believe in putting our creators first by providing a safe and 
secure platform that empowers you to monetize your content and grow your audience like 
never before. We offer a unique loyalty program that rewards your fans for engaging with 
your content, giving them an incentive to support you and help you grow your fanbase.
But that’s not all. We also provide a suite of innovative features and services that set 
us apart from other platforms, such as a decentralized marketplace for NFTs, instant 
payments, and more.
We understand that you work hard to create high-quality content and deserve to be 
compensated fairly for your efforts. That’s why we’re inviting you to join the Cummuniti and 
start earning more from your content today.
One of the key differences between Cummuniti and other adult content sites is that we 
provide a decentralized platform that prioritizes your safety, security, and payments. With 
our state-of-the-art security measures and blockchain technology, you can rest assured 
that your content and personal information are protected and that payments will arrive 
instantly. 
Additionally, we offer a range of tools and features that make it easy for you to connect with 
your fans and grow your audience. From 1,500 hashtags to tag your media with, to featured 
and suggested creator areas in prime traffic areas, we provide all the resources you need 
to build a successful career as a content creator.

As an early adopter, you’ll have 
the opportunity to help shape the 
future of the platform and benefit 
from our growing user base. We 
also offer various incentives and 
rewards for content creators who 
join and promote the platform, such 
as exclusive access to events, early 
access to new features, and more.
We believe that Cummuniti is the 
platform you’ve been waiting for, 
and we’re excited to have you join 
us shortly. Please let us know if you 
have any questions or would like to 
learn more about the platform.
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Progress
CUMINU token has achieved some major milestones. 

• $39M all time high market cap. 
• Built a V1 beta version of 18+ streaming 

platform. The biggest event was held over 
6 days with 18 creators, 9 hours of streams 
and over $20,000 in tips.      

• Successfully showed the ecosystem could 
fund itself with over $140K of earnings 
generated.  

• Created a deflationary token through a 
system of buy back and burns.

• Started development of Cummuniti, 
Version 2 of the 18+ platform.

• Previewed a live prototype of Cummuniti.

6
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Values

7
Community
A large part of community 
development revolves around 
two major values: group inclusion 
and collaboration. All aspects of 
CUMINU project development, 
marketing and decisions are 
driven by the community 
members themselves. ‘One 
team, one dream’ is our motto.  

Longevity 
With liquidity locked for one 
hundred (100) years the team 
is dedicated to delivering a 
world class adult content. . 

Respect
Respect for community 
members, content creators 
and service providers in 
the project is paramount. 
CUMINU considers 
everyone involved as part 
one big family that can rely 
on us and each other.  

Innovation
CUMINU believes that innovative 
products must deliver consistent 
results. It is not a one-time event, 
but a constant and organic part 
of the project’s focus. CUMIN 
plans to disrupt adult content 
monopolies through innovative 
and revolutionary platform 
offerings driven by the community.    
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Roadmap8

UTILTITY
(underway)

• Launch Cummuniti 18+ Platform
• Onboard First 500 Creators 
• 5,000 Registered Fan Accounts
• Integrate Live Streaming
• Generate first US$2.5M in Platform Earnings
• Major CEX Listing

INNOVATION 
(next)

• Cummuniti VR Metaverse
• AI Chat Bots and Content
• Marketplace for Adult Products

GROWTH 
(complete)

• Project Rebrand
• Launch V1 Beta 18+ Platform 
• First NSFW Live Stream
• Anonymous Tipping 
• First CUMINU Buy Back and Burn
• Start Development of Cummuniti 

18+ Platform

LAUNCH
(complete)

• Create Contract
• Liquidity Lock
• Website Launch
• Audit
• CMC & CG Listing
• Socials and Branding

Marked things are complete
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How to Buy

9
Step 1
Create Your Crypto Wallet 

• You can access these wallets through your mobile app stores. Just 
download the Trust Wallet or MetaMask apps to begin. 

• You can also use MetaMask through a browser extension. 
• Visit metamask.io/download to install. 
You will be given a Seed Phrase when you set up your crypto wallet for the first 
time. Please write that down on a piece of paper rather than save it digitally. 

Step 2
Send ETH To Your Wallet 

ETH is required to buy CUMINU. Once you have set up your wallet, send the 
ETH you have bought through a cryptocurrency exchange to your wallet. 

Step 3
Swap ETH for CUMINU on UniSwap 

Visit app.uniswap.org 
Connect your wallet to begin swapping. Set your slippage to 1% and buy small 
chunks to avoid front-running bots.
• Click on Select a Token
• Enter “CUMINU” into the search field
• Enter the amount of ETH or CUMINU and click Swap



Links
Coinmarketcap CoinGecko Uniswap

Liquidity Lock
https://team.finance/view-
coin/0xd6327ce1fb9D602
0E8C2c0E124A1eC23DC
Ab7536?name=Cum%20
Inu&symbol=CUMINU

Chart
https://www.dextools.io/
app/uniswap/pair-explorer/
0x7b412f141996411401f57e
2ba1bc2235af807d4d

Socialcuminu.io

https://twitter.com/CumInuToken
https://t.me/CumInuToken
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/cuminu/
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/cuminu
https://app.uniswap.org/#/swap?outputCurrency=0xd6327ce1fb9d6020e8c2c0e124a1ec23dcab7536
http://cuminu.io/

